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Editorial
There is a lot
that goes on in
a full year and
you may never
get to learn
about them if
we overlook
our culture
of remaining
accountable
by keeping in
touch with you.

Ahmed Kibirige
Programmes &
Results Manager

Keeping in touch is a culture we
adopted because of the love and
benefits we continue to enjoy from it.
It enables us to share the great stories
that made our year(s), thus giving us
a fine opportunity to celebrate our
achievements with you!
In this (2018) issue, we take you
through how we have managed to
bring men on board- to join women
in community development activities;
we Splash the joy we’ve brought
into the homes after empowering
them economically and in terms
of boosting their sanitation and
nutritional standards; we take you
through what we saw sports can do
to our children; we give you a glimpse
on how we are helping students in
the low cost schools to improve their
reading and writing skills and most of
all, supporting them to better their
learning outcomes. Those and more,
are here in told.
Enjoy the ride…..!!!!
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Executive Director’s Message
“Imaging through 2018” is a package we
have avidly prepared to precisely update
you on what happened in 2018. It was the
year of awakening the parental role among
our care givers” and most of our efforts
pivoted around that. Our focus was on
sensitizing and encouraging the parents/
care givers we work with and those whom
our services positively affect to promote and
support the emotional, physical, social, and
intellectual development of their children
from infancy to adulthood. Parenting is
simply the particulars involved in raising a
child to become a complete and competitive
human person all through to adulthood.
We did this mostly through sensitizing
the communities we serve and
particularly caregivers on gender roles and
responsibilities.
We are most pleased with our loyal
development partners with whom
we continue to foster change in the
communities of Uganda. Much thanks go
to the Canadian Feed the Children (CFTC)
for first, supporting our child sponsorship
programming and related interventions;
and secondly, for aiding the publication of
this newsletter. We appreciate and love the
love that you’ve continually shared with
the vulnerable children and communities
of Uganda.

Let Go Smart:
HUYSLINCI empowers selected model farmers in
Climate Smart Agriculture
On June 22nd, 2018, a team of HUYSLINCI staff and
selected best beneficiary farmers visited one of the
prominent and promising model farms popularly
known by its proprietor Dr. Naluuyima –Dr. Naluyima’s
Agricultural farm in Bwerenga Katabi–Wakiso District.
These farmers were selected on the criteria that they had
for at least two years exhibited exceptional performance
in terms of maintaining exemplary kitchen gardens and
farm animals, kept good sanitation standards in homes,
active in self help groups also known as village savings
and loan associations, having of some sizeable land on
which demonstrations could be setup as training centres
for other community members, among other things.
This visit was the start of the number of visits that
followed for farmers to learn about the modern and best
techniques in maintaining kitchen and food gardens
throughout the year, the great methods of caring for
domestic farm animals, maximizing benefits from both
crop and animal production, making effective use of any
available space in homes for food and animal production,
pest and disease control and management, marketing of
farm produce, soil preparation among other benefits.
After the training, farmers were required to improve on
the quality of their backyard farms with support from
HUYSLINCI.

Moses Matovu
Executive Director
Imaging through 2018
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St. Joseph’s Katabi Primary joins the society of HUYSLINCI’s supported schools
By Juliet Nansasi, Monitoring and Evaluation Assistant

In July 2018, through her
programmes officer Mr.
Kibirige Ahmed, HUYSLINCI
reached out to the leadership
of St. Joseph’s Katabi primary
school for a formal partnership
after her mini survey found it
to be another universal primary
school that accommodated a
large number of needy children
in Katabi and neigbouring
Entebbe communities. Thanks
to the receptive head teacher

and her team, who offered
a listening, welcoming and
accommodating gesture.
The move resulted in the
signing of a memorandum of
understanding, identification
of children that deserved
assistance and verifying them,
the debriefing of their care
givers and signing of MoUs
with them with a detailed
spell out of either party’s roles

and finally, the enrollment of
52 child ambassadors who
replaced those that had been
graduated or edited out of the
programme.
Majority of the enrolled child
ambassadors were then in
primary grade one and are
expected to be graduated at
the age of 18 as per the design
of the program.

Men are now in: HUYSLINCI starts Men Clubs in Katabi
By Hadija B. Nsiime

In 2018,
HUYSLINCI
convened a
meeting
of
local
leaders and
awakened
their role as persons of
influence in mobilizing other
men to become dutiful in
fulfilling their family as well
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as community obligations like
it used to be in the olden days
(past generations).
Things like men neglecting the
responsibility to contribute to
their children’s welfare and the
general welfare of their homesleaving the burden to mothers;
the high level of insecurity
in the Katabi area of Wakiso
District amidst energetic and
Imaging through 2018

The meeting gave birth to other
parish level meetings that
brought on board a broader
spectrum of leaders including
opinion, local council and parish
leaders, religious leaders, boda
boda group leaders, members
of beach management units,
leaders of local artisans, miners,
transporters and a variety of
other sectors. At these meetings,
participants wholly welcomed
the idea and pledged to be a
part of the formation while
enumerating the many benefits
likely to come as a result.

the other in Kisubi parishes of
Katabi Town Council.
“Our desire is to have such groups
in the entire Town Council,
Wakiso District and the Country
at large” said Mr. Matovu, the
HUYSLINCI CEO.

skills, parenting and are helping
to withdraw fellow men from
drug abuse, common in the area.
Some of the feedback so
far gathered indicates that
women are excited about the
move because of an indicative
improvement in the attitude
and behavior of their husbands
who are members of such clubs.
Men also have an opportunity
to support and inspire fellow
men to join, become vibrant
in improving their livelihoods
thus, contributing to the general
community growth.

Men Leaders of Kisubi Parish after an orientation meeting
with a team from HUYSLINCI

Such benefits like networking,
a great avenue to build their
intelligent men but without
skills and knowledge and
communal action about it, the
sharing information, job creation
death of communal tasks like
through networking where a
cleaning water sources, clearing
group member could be pleased
and rehabilitating access roads;
to contract another member with
lack of basic knowledge about
the desired expertise than hiring
personal hygiene, taming
strangers, easily uniting for
of children and the general
community causes like curbing
parenting, among others were
insecurity, and many more. So
highlighted as areas around
far, two vibrant groups have been
which men had to improve.
formed with one in Kabale and
Men Leaders of Kisubi Parish after an orientation meeting
with a team from HUYSLINCI

According to councilor Juma
Abadallah- the chairperson of
Kabale Men’s Club, the club
has so far rehabilitated some
roads, held training sessions for
its members on topics like the
formation of a self help group
and general entrepreneurship

Kabale Men’s Club -Kitubulu
Imaging through 2018
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Gardens are flowers
By Joan Nakigozi, Pupil- St. Luke Primary School

I would like to thank Huys Link and Canadian
Feed the Children for supporting the school
gardening programme at our school – St.
Luke Nkumba Primary School.

“Huys Link
supported six of
her partner schools
with school income
generating projects

You have always, at least each school term,
given us seeds and taught us how to grow a variety of
crops. We now have the knowledge and skills, and some
of us are doing the same in our homes by planting our
own gardens from which we harvest vegetables that we
enjoy as a family.
At school, we have some days when our lunch is served
with vegetables and pupils are always excited at those
lunches on such days. We participate in preparing the
gardens including mixing the soil with farmyard manure,
planting, weeding, watering and harvesting. We are
always eager to go out to the fields every Wednesday
afternoon to care for our lovely school gardens, with
each class, from primary three to six taking part and
playing different roles.
We thank you so much and we request that you continue
with those great giving hearts.

Can a Thank You deliver our much appreciation to HUYSLINCI?
By Mrs. Adraonzi Beatrice Nkonge, Head TeacherSt. Luke Primary School

When we were given the task to identify
something to venture in as an income
generating project for the school,
our school management committee
could not come up with what resulted
into a great idea in a single sitting. It
necessitated a second sitting and we
eventually hit it!

Thanks to my team. We agreed on a
rabbit project with a lot of skepticism
but with much hope. We are glad that
hope overpowered the doubt that we
had then. We succeeded and I say this
basing on the results that we now
Some of the gardens at St. Luke and Entebbe
UMEA Our
primary
celebrate.
rabbitschools
rearing project
has progressively performed well.

Some of the gardens at St. Luke and Entebbe UMEA primary schools

Imaging through 2018
uke and Entebbe
UMEA
primary
schools
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We begun with two male and three
female rabbits in term one of 2018 and
by close of term two, we had a total of
fourty (40) rabbits. Of the fourty, ten
(10) were sold off and the money was

used to expand the breeding area
while ten (10) were eaten by the
school community.
Towards the end of term three,
we had a total of 44 rabbits and
we selected eleven (11) pupils,
coming from 11 homes and with
willing and supportive parents
and gave each two rabbits- a
male and female to firstly, start
up similar projects in their homes
to be able to practice the acquired
rabbit rearing skills and secondly,
have it as an income generating
venture for the home as well as
a source of nutritious meat for
the families. A total of 22 rabbits
were distributed for that matter.

‘branches’. Each recipient
household is required to bring
back three (3) pairs of rabbits, one
pair at each time of production,
which is then handed over to
other recipients.
We are hopeful that the project
will improve the schools’ income
as well as support the families
that send us pupils to be able
to meet the scholastic needs of
their children.

but according to
our assessment,
St. Luke Nkumba
Primary School has
performed best.
Nkumba Quran and
St. Kizito Mpala
primary schools
are involved in
mushroom growing
while Bugiri Public,
Entebbe UMEA and
St. Paul Bulega are
in poultry keeping”
Dianah NanziriHUYSLINCI Field
Officer

Thank you Huys Link and thank
you Canadian Feed the Children!

We are now sure that our project
will continue to grow because
we now have household based
Imaging through 2018
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By Nash Paul Miiro

Schools halt business to
receive exciting donations.

HUYSLINCI Hands over of musical Instruments to partner schools at St. Kizito Mpala primary school

Ululations covered school by
school as HUYSLINCI carried
and handed over the promised
musical instruments to her
various partner schools.
“This is more than what I saw
last year when we handed over
sports and game kits. Look
at the teachers, the students
and the school neighbours…”
said Mr. Benjamin Kamya, the
HUYSLINCI driver who delivered
the instruments.
Speaking at handover and
reception ceremony at St. Kizito
Mpala primary school, the head
teacher Ms. Dorothy Najjulu
promised to work with parents to
buy costumes to make her music
and drama squads smarter.

8
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Each of the schools: Entebbe
UMEA, St. Kizito Mpala, St.
Luke Nkumba, St. Paul Bulega,
Bugiri Publi and Nkumba Quran
primary schools received a
full set of drums- with all the
accessories.
“Now, this is what we call Huys
Link, this is the beginning of the
real competition” a games master
at St. Paul Bulega Primary school
was overheard commenting.
All schools pledged to take
good care of the instruments
just like they had done with the
previously donated items like
sports uniforms, textbooks,
and infrastructural facilities.
They additionally promised to
step up their music, dance and

Imaging through 2018

drama rehearsals and to mount
unbendable competition to the
rest of the schools in the area.
Alongside the musical
instruments, HUYLSINCI
supplied and sunk outdoor play
kits like swings, slides, climbing
frames, go-rounds, among
others, at the same schools.
According to Mr. Moses Matovu,
the CEO of HUYSLINCI, the
supplies were intended to make
learning attractive and fun to
learners through fostering co
curricular activities and play.

Boosting and improving animal
breeds in Katabi Town Council
By Nansasi Juliet

After over five years of training
in animal husbandry and supply
of animal inputs to supported
households in the Katabi
communities, and the now stable
and revolving culture where a
recipient household gives back
offspring animals to benefit yet
another household, HUYSLINCI
has begun phasing the scheme
out. As part of the exit plan,
HUYSLINCI addressed the
many farmers’ cries for readily
available male goats and pigs by
supplying a male pig and goat to

each of the five wards in Katabi
Town Council.
Farmers faced scarcity of quality
breeds of male pigs and goats to
mount their ‘she-animals’ and
those that they could access
were always of poor quality,
good quality ones were expensive
to hire while other owners of
superior quality breeds could not
allow visiting animals on their
farms to guard against disease
infestation.

Imaging through 2018

Speaking at the giveaway
ceremony of the said animals,
the community volunteer and
coordinator of HUYSLINCI
programs in the Kabale
community Ms. Jalia Juma
said: “Kiwedde….” to mean “we
are now covered….” literary
indicating that the consignment
marked the end to their cries
for hybrid and genetically rich
mating animals. Recipients
promised to take good care of
the animals.
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Confident girls: HUYSLINCI enabling girls
to consistently attend school through
the provision of reusable organic
sanitary pads.

Community Meeting

Parent-child communication about sexual and
reproductive health encouraged
By Nanziri Diana

The whole of 2018, HUYSLINCI
girls and boys who required SRH
embarked on a campaign to
guidance.
raise parents, teachers and
HUYSLINCI agreed with parents
children’s awareness on basic and
and school management
traditionally accepted aspects
of of student representatives (from
Training
representatives (from HUYSLINCI
committees to address the need
sexual and
reproductive HUYSLINCI
health partner secondary schools) in
sexual and reproductive
health
and as such, Women’s Health
and rights (SRHR).
sexual and reproductive health
Foundation (WHF) Uganda was
This was after multiple year
contracted to develop an effective
reports collected from partner
training of trainers (TOT) manual
schools and in target communities
on sexual and reproductive
revealed a lot of mythical beliefs
health for young people. Thanks
and dim knowledge about sexual
to Dr. Irene Ndagire from WHF
and reproductive health among
for leading the process all
teachers, caregivers and children.
through to the actual training
While parents are expected to
of trainers (peer educators) of
guide their children especially
the different clusters, that is:
girls on matters menstrual
parents, teachers (primary and
periods and other characteristics
secondary) and secondary school
of puberty and their effects, they
student representatives.
lacked the confidence and the
The manual points to and
apt approaches to use thereby
gives real time approaches and
discarding that prime duty.
examples on how youth and
Equally, teachers mostly found
young people can deal with their
themselves ill prepared to
different vulnerabilities, Some of
address the needs of adolescent
the factors predisposing young

10
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people to HIV/AIDS and how
to overcome them, knowledge
about STIs and how to deal
with them, harmful and useful
traditional practices, how young
people differ from adults, barriers
to information and services to
young people, menstruation and
pregnancy, effects of pregnancy
on adolescents and the society,
and so much more.
Currently, partner secondary
schools including: Entebbe
Airforce, Kitala and Entebbe
Kings have well established
SRH clubs with patrons, and
with weekly activities aimed at
raising SRH awareness among
students as well as guiding those
who need SRH services.

HUYSLINCI, supported by Canadian Feed the
Children (CFTC) established a sanitary napkin
production unit as a social enterprise that
empowers interested community members to
be a part of the production and marketing team.
This has enabled schools and community girl
children to access low cost reusable pads. The
unit is part of HUYSLINCI’s tailoring department
and it is helped a great deal in shifting from the
costly procurement of sanitary napkins to cheaply
producing them and supplying them freely to
child ambassadors and cheaply sold to the rest
of the community members.
Commenting about the first lot of produced
napkins, the Executive Director of HUYSLINCI
Mr. Moses Matovu said that the production
would open opportunities for interested mothers,
older girls in and out of school, and HUYSLINCI
volunteers to participate in the production
and marketing of pads in order to boost their
livelihoods.
The brand name for the HUYSLINCI sanitary pads
is “Delight Moon”.

Sports helping children in
academics.
From time immemorial, sports have been
viewed as a way to stay healthy and in shape,
but their importance goes much further.
As a matter of truth, playing sports teaches
life lessons like discipline, self-confidence,
responsibility, teamwork, time management
and accountability.
Upon supporting partner primary schools with
sports jerseys for their football and netball
teams in 2017, the immediate request that
almost all of them expressed was for HUYSLINCI
to organize for them a sports gala, bringing
together all the six schools. This came to life
on October 13th, 2018.
Dr. Moses Muwanga, the medical superintendant
of Entebbe Hospital says that “sports and
physical exercise is good for children because
it increases blood flow to the brain and helps
the body to build more connections between
nerves, leading to increased concentration,
enhanced memory, stimulated creativity, and
better-developed problem solving skills. In a
way, playing sports helps the brain to grow
and makes it to work better which is good for
learners”.
Socially, sports are a powerful tool that
brings people together and creates a sense
of community. “I saw how children from the
various partner schools interacted, made friends
and cared for each other as though they had
known one another for long” said Nash Paul
Miiro, a HUYSLINCI staff who led organizing
committee for the gala.
A number of games and sports occupied the
day like tag of war, bottle filling, running with
the egg on a spoon, although emphasis was put
on netball and football for which trophies and
other prizes like balls were awarded.
St. Luke Nkumba won the football trophy with
St. Kizito Mpala as the runners-up while Entebbe

Imaging through 2018
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Multipurpose hall completed at St. Luke
Primary school
It was historic at the official opening of gradually
constructed glamorous multipurpose hall at St. Luke
Nkumba Primary school. This was jointly constructed
by the parents who offered labour especially at the
initial stages and HUYSLINCI/CFTC as the financier.
The ceremony also served as a fundraiser for a school’s
perimeter fence to curb theft and intrusion from
unwanted visitors and bad elements.

UMEA scooped the netball
trophy. Other participants went
home with other prizes including
balls.
“sports and physical exercise
is good for children because
it increases blood flow to
the brain and helps the body
to build more connections
between nerves, leading to
increased concentration,

The inter-partner schools sports
gala has opened new gates for
the publicity of the work of
HUYSLINCI and her partner,
CFTC. It emerged as a new
avenue for resource mobilization
towards up scaling the event as
well as widely talking about the

enhanced memory, stimulated

joint work of HUYSLINCI and
CFTC. Mr. Kalema Ronald, the
Mayor Katabi Town for example,
pledged to join HUYSLINCI in the
preparations for 2019 sports gala
and requested that it be organised
on a larger scale –covering all
primary schools in the entire
Town Council and promising to
make a financial contribution as
well. We hope that it will attract
other associates/supporters.

Katabi Town Council supports
HUYSLINCI’s work through free extension
services to farmers.
In a bid to foster sustainability of her
interventions, HUYSLINCI has continued to
attract and closely work with local leaderships
and Katabi Town Council is one such partners.
In 2018, the Katabi Town Council community
development and agricultural departments
visited over 36 of HUYSLINCI supported farmers
to assess their work and offer them specialized
extension services. The visited farmers included
those in kitchen/backyard gardening, goat
rearing, poultry, and piggery.

creativity, and betterdeveloped problem solving
skills. In a way, playing sports
helps the brain to grow and
makes it to work better which
is good for learners”.

Dr. Moses Muwanga

Purposeful meetings- Huys Link
Interacts with the parents of
partner schools each school term.
Huys Link met parents and caregivers
of communities surrounding the
seven partner schools, three times in
2018. These meetings were stationed
at community schools- St. Luke
Nkumba, Nkumba Quran, Entebbe
UMEA, St. James Katabi, St. Kizito
Mpala, St. Paul Bulega, and Bugiri
Public primary schools, for convenience
purposes. Some of the themes that
were recorded throughout the year
included: parenting, parent-child
communication skills especially on
sexual and reproductive health matters,
land use and management, nutrition
and health, child discipline, support of
the school feeding programme, parents’
support and participation in school cocurricular activities, among others.
“These meetings have helped greatly in
shaping parents-teachers’ relationship.
We have been able to help parents realize
that there’s a big role they must play if
their children are to perform well and
for the school to function for example
providing scholastic materials and
contributing to the feeding programme.”
said Ms. Najjulu Dorothy, head teacher
St. Kizito Mpala Primary School.
Equally, Huys Link meets the
management committees of partner
schools every school term to review
progress as well as plan for school based
interventions all aimed at bettering the
learning environment at those schools.

We are grateful to the entire Town Council for
this cordial relationship and we pray for its
continuation.
12
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Huys Link pledges to support child ambassadors joining secondary
Since 2010, Huys Link, working with Canadian Feed the Children has sponsored the education of
over 1000 children from primary grade one until they are 18 years old. Every start of year, Huys
Link interacts with the parents of children joining secondary school to map out how yet another
journey. Here, roles are shared in terms of the volume of contribution Huys Link shall make and
what the parent is expected to offer. Parents also share information about their preferred schools
and their ability to sustain the education of their children therein is discussed.

Reading to shine–HUYSLINCI working with
partner schools to promote the reading culture
Huys Link, in partnership with
Canadian Feed the Children
is working with three partner
secondary and seven primary
schools to promote reading.
The idea was conceived through
the regular monitoring and
evaluation activities, specifically
annual performance surveys that
revealed high-level incompetence
among learners in terms of the
ability and fluency in reading,
vocabulary composition, text

14
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“I am happy that
each school now has
a club, a readers club”
said Paul Miiro, the
HUYSLINCI field
officer who coordinated
the programme.

comprehension and related
skills and capabilities. It was
later agreed at one of the review
meetings with management
committees of the different
partner schools to introduce
readers and writers’ clubs to
up students’ competences in
reading and writing, expected to
improve their learning outcomes
in general.
“I am happy that each school
now has a club, a readers club”

Imaging through 2018

said Paul Miiro, the HUYSLINCI
field officer who coordinated the
programme.
“Our club is full of fun. We do it
every Wednesday afternoon and
every child is looking towards
this day and time because it
is done outside –under tree
shades, away from our classroom
routine. This is an after lunch
time activity, no one is hungry,
at least most of them have eaten
and so, we expect each one of
them to actively participate.
Each child is given opportunity
to read something and we
are seeing a big improvement
in terms of the numbers
participating, confidence to read
and comprehend.
We do role plays, derived from
the books that our children read
and this adds fun to the activity
and enables students to localize
learning, relating it to real life
situations.
Huys Link contracted the OSCAR
Book project and vision group
who supplied our partner schools
with readers and writer guides
and did the trainings and the
support of the formation of
related clubs thereat.
While readers/writers clubs are
now functional, we continue to
encourage partner schools to
stock a wide variety of books
through their parents- teachers
associations in order to expose
learners to wider knowledge and
experiences.

In other news:
HUYSLINCI receives a German expert in pedagogy.

Jonathan Neumann

Working with Vuga, a
Germany based association,
HUYSLINCI has for the third
consecutive year received
volunteers from Germany. In
2018 we gladly welcomed Mr.
Jonathan Neumann an expert
in pedagogy and a holder of a
Masters of Arts in Educational
Science focusing on social
pedagogy from the University
of Freiburg. Jonathan is
helping in the strengthening
of HUYSLINCI out of school
and away from school youth
programming-involving

Imaging through 2018

assorted activities aimed
at occupying youth and
children during times they
would rather be idle. Such
activities like live band music,
Capoeira, karate, kickboxing,
boxing and aerobics classes
have so far been developed
and are running.
The program was initiated
by two previous volunteers:
Wieland Schmidt and
Emmanuel Rehack.
Long live Vuga, we are proud
to be associated with you!
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Assessing progress and projecting the future- Huys
Link BOD convenes

HUYSLINCI champions the 2018 Uwezo Learning Assessment in Wakiso

It was humbling news to learn
that Twaweza East Africa
and the Wakiso District local
government had entrusted
Huys Link with yet another
opportunity to steer the 2018
Uwezo learning assessment.

Our role was to coordinate
the entire processes of
the assessment from
the recruitment of three
village coordinators, to the
enrollment of 2 volunteers
from each of the 30 sampled
villages or enumeration
areas in the district,
identification of 30 schools
accommodating the most
number of children from each
of the selected enumeration
areas, household listing
and sampling, training

In 2018, the Huys Link BOD met thrice to assess performance
and scrutinize plans to foster the work of the organization.
As per its mandate, the Huys Link BOD meets every after 3
to 4 months, to direct the affairs of the institution as per the
mission and vision and, in meeting stakeholder interests.

of volunteers, the actual
assessment, reporting, among
other activities.
Thanks to Twaweza East Africa
and Wakiso District local
Government for preferring
HUYSLINCI to always carry
out this assessment on your
behalf. We also thank all
stakeholders in the district
including but not limited to
local leaders and residents for
the support and cooperation.

Huys Link End of year party Children’s party is becoming an inevitable event.

Let’s Learn from You–HUYSLINCI hosts students from the Wells Mountain Initiative.

HUYSLINCI live band gaining heights
The live band is another product
of Huys Link, adding to the
brass band. We now perform at
corporate functions, weddings
and introductions, birthday

parties, graduations, baby and
wedding showers, etc. It is now
helping a number of youth find
a livelihood. Thanks to all our
patrons!

We are the right source of all
your entertainment and we
pledge to continue improving
the quality of our services.

Huys Link gladly welcomed
a request from Wells
Mountain Initiative, a USA
based organization to host
their sponsored students for
experiential orientation in what
HUYSLINCI does. Keen interest
was in HUYSLINCI’s
vocational courses and
how her social enterprise
works. Students were
taken through the
process through which
sanitary napkins and
other textile products,
confectionaries, chalk,
black books, are made
and how they support
institutional survival.

community building by providing
bright young people in the
developing world with student
scholarships and skills training,
building a network of grassroots
leaders who are catalyzing
community transformation.

As a result of the partnership
and on behalf of WMI, Ms.
Nicole Schmitz, the Graduate
Scholar Coordinator requested
HUYSLINCI to always refer needy
but competent young persons to
apply for WMI scholarships.

Wells
Mountain
Initiative (WMI) is an
organization that works
to create social change
through education and
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A Curtsey visit by HUYSLINCI’s icon

A light moment with Fr. Wynand Huys

HUYSLINCI marks the day of the African Child 2018.
the theme was “Leave no child
behind for Africa’s Development”.
Some of the activities carried out
by Huys Link in marking the
day include: featuring a news
supplement in the Saturday
Monitor titled: “Which Accelerators
do we need to protect, empower
and give equal opportunities to
the children of Uganda” on June
16th, participating in Entebbe
Sub-District event at Entebbe
Child Development Centre and
then, the District event at Watoto
Village Bbira on June 29th.
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Staff had a great time with Fr.
Wynand Huys, the gentleman
who inspired the founding of Huys
Link Community Initiative.
Rev. Fr. Wynand Huys is a
Dutch Mill Hill Missionary who
passionately animated the lives of
many destitute young Ugandans
in the 1980’s and 1990’s who
now exhibit and exercise diverse
professions and vocations. As a
tribute to Fr. Wynand’s work, the
beneficiaries formed Huys Link
Community Initiative to spread
the kindness.

Adverts

Your Function Solutions

HUYSLINCI Contemporary Textiles

Huys Link Community Initiative brings
you a fulfilling package of function items.
You can now hire quality services and
equipment at cheapest and discountable
prices. We offer function, conferencing,
workshop and party space both indoor
and outdoor, tents and chairs, the finest
music and public address system, catering
services, among other things.

For school uniforms, sweaters, casual and
office ware, plus other textiles.

Tick Chalk, the pride of a teacher!
There is no convenience a teacher can ever find
in a classroom setting than with using Tick
Chalk.
Tick chalk is made from indisputable
ingredients, produced with care, creativity
and professionalism, making it usable, likable
and durable to save teachers’ energy, time and
expenditure on chalk. We make teaching an
admirable profession.
Call us today, make your order and we shall
deliver to your door!

Unique Brass Band Services
Available at all times to meet your function needs.
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Huys Link Community Initiative (HUYSLINCI)
Abayita Ababiri-Kasenyi Road,
Off Entebbe-Kampala
P.O. Box 399, Entebbe
Tel: +256-414378198, +256774401496
Email: huyslinci@yahoo.co.uk,
mmatovu@huyslinci.org
Website: www.huyslinci.org

